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(18) 

If ~w 2 « ex 2 , then only the first terms in the ser
ies (18) are important: 

where, as expected, the first term of the series co
incirlP.s with Eq. (17). 
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The vibration spectrum of a disordered crystal is studied. Calculations are made for 
an isotopic mixture, although the method could be applied under more general conditions. 
The mass of each atom is taken to be a random variable, and the deviation of the· mass from 
its average value is not assumed to be small. The spectral density and the vibrational 
part of the free energy of the mixed crystal are determined. 

T. HE determination of the vibration spectrun1 of 
a disordered system, for example a mixed 

solid, is a highly interesting problem. A sin1ilar 
problen1 was considered by one of the authors 1 

in connection with the optical properties of mixed 
solids; at that time we investigated thoroughly 
only those aspects of the problem which are direct
ly relevant to infra-red spectroscopy, (in particular 
the question of the existence of impurity fre
quencies). Dyson 2 considered the same problem 
for the special case of a disordered linear chain 
with nearest-neighbor interactions. But Dyson's 
method is by its very nature not capable of ex
tension to three-din1ensional systems. 

In the present paper we describe a method which 
is free from these limitations. The method is an 
extension of earlier work by one of us. 3 - 6 We 
apply the method here to the case in which the 
atoms in the system differ only in mass (a mixture 

of isotopes). For the sake of clarity and simplicity 
of exposition, we consider only an idealized lattice 
in which all vibrations take place in one direction. 
This shortens the analysis considerably, without 
changing the essential nature of the problem. 

There exists a deep-lying similarity in the 
effects of the destruction of translational invari
ance upon the energy spectra of phonons and of 
electrons. Hence the results of this investigation 
should be qualitatively valid also for electronic 
spectra. 

1. THE METHOD OF TRACES 

The equation for the vibrations of a lattice com
posed of a mixture of isotopes of a single element 
has the form 

Ar r' ")'. -=- x (r') - (02 x (r) = 0. (l) 
~ mr 
r' 
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Here X ( r) is the displacement of an atom from its 
equilibrium position, and A , is an interaction 
coefficient; r=n 1 a 1 + n 2 a/:f n 3 a 3 , where the 
n i are integers and the a i are the periods of the 
lattice. In what follows we take the periods to 
be the unit of length. The masses m are random r 
variables taking two values (for a binary mixture) 
with probabilities equal to the corresponding 
isotopic abundances. The quantity to be deter
mined is the expectation value of the spectral 
density, or of the number of energy levels in a 
given interval. For a sufficient! y large crystal, 
the actual value of the spectral density will 
coincide with its expectation value. 

Considering the difference between m and a 
constant mass m as a perturbation, we rftay write 
equation (l) in the form 

(L + ;[)z-<u2z=O, (2) 

with 

Lr,r' == Lr-r' = Ar-r•/m; 

s~ = (m- mr)/mr. 

To make the operators Hermitian, we write 
Equation (2) in the symmetrized form 

I (L +A) x' = w2z', 

" "lf " ",, A= L •sL •, 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

In future we drop the primes and write X for X'. 
/" 

The eigenfun::tions of the unperturbed operator L 
are the plane waves X~ = e 2 "ikr. The corre
sponding eigenvalues are the squares of the unper
turbed frequencies 

w2 (k) = ~ Lre-2"ikr. 
r 

In the representa_tion defined by the states x 0 , 

the perturbation A has matrix elements given\y 

·Ak k• = (i''·~L 'i•xo :xo) = (~L'I•xo L''• xo )(6) 
, ·k' '-k' k' · .. k' 

= w (k) w (k') ~ s;e2"i(k-k')r. 
r 

We shall calculate the difference in vibrational 
free energy between the unperturbed and perturbed 
crystals, namely 

F- F0 = Sp {~(L +A)- cp(L)}, (7) 

~ (z) = 8ln (1 - e-1n'Zie) + 1/21i yZ: (8) 

Here 9 is tiE temperature and h is Planck's con
stant. In principle we could equally well carry 
through the calculation with some other function 
¢ , but this choice has the advantage of yielding 
directly the free energy which is a physically 
interesting qmntity. 

The quantity (7) is related to the difference 
between the s~ctral densities by the equation 

F - F o = N ~ cp (z) [ v (z) - v0 (z)] dz (9) 

z 

= - N ~ dzrp'(z) ~ [v (!'-)- v0 (!'-)] df'-. 
0 

Here and henceforth, the letter z denotes the square 
of a frequency, z = cu 2 • N is the number of atoms 
if the lattice and N v(z) is the spectral density. 
For the unperturbed lattice, 

(l 0) 

the integration being over the surface cu 2 (k) =z 
in k-space; dfl is an element of area on the surface, 
and ·v cu 2 means the gradient of w2 in k-space. 

2. EXPANSION IN POWERS OF CONCENTRATION 

We set the ''unperturbed mass" m equal to the 
mass m 1 of one isotope, and consider as a perturba
tion the replacement of m 1 by the mass m2 of the 

other isotope at certain lattice-points. Asymptoti
cally for large N, the expansion of the vibrational 
free energy in powers of the concentration c of 
the second isotope has the form 

. c2 
F-Fo=Ncf~+Nz-f2+···· (ll) 

Nft = (aF;ac)jc=C=N (~- F0 ), (12) 

Here F n is the free energy of a lattice con
taining precisely n impurity atoms, averaged over 
the possible positions of these atoms. Let 

tfr n ( r 1 , . • . , r n (be the addition to the unper
turbed free energy, in the case when the impurity 
atoms are at the positions r , • . • , r 

1 n • 
Clearly t/1 1 ( r) = t/J 1 is independent of r, and 

t/12 (r1 ''2) = t/12 (r1- '2 ), while t/12 (r) __, 
2·'·1asr -oOO. Further, let wr1-.r2, r r 

'I' • • • ' n-1- .n 
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be the correlation function defining the probability 
p for finding n impurity atoms at the 

'1 .. • r 
positions '1- 1 , ••• , r n , 

In the absence of long-range order, W r -.1 as 
r -. ro . If there is no correlation between the 
positions of impurity atoms, then W r = 1 for all 
r. In any case, 

f2 = ~ Wr [y2(r)- 2•hJ, (14) 
r'foo 

and therefore 

F-Fo (15) 

= N {cy1 + ~2 ~ Wr[h(r)- 2yd + .. ·}. 
r+O 

If there is no correlation (W = 1) then 
r ' 

(16) 

= N {c<ft + ~2 ~ [•h (r)- 2yd + ... }. 
r+O 

Thus, to determine the free energy of the mixture 
correctly to terms of the order en, it is sufficient 
to calculate the addition to the free energy pro
duced by inse1:ting not more than n impurity atoms 
into the lattice. When n atoms are inserted, the 
contribution to the free energy is 

Yn (rl, ... , Tn) 

~ ~ " ( 1 7) 
=Sp{rp(L-t-An(rl, ... ,rn))-cp(L)}, 

with 
n 

(A" ) 1 (k) (kl) "" e2ni(k-k')r P, n k.k' = E (!) (!) ~ (18) 
P=l 

E1 = (m1- m2)/m2. (19) 

In our problem, the perturbation operator is 
finite-dimensional, the number of dimensions being 
equal to the number of impurity atoms. The anal
ysis of such perturbation operators in the physics 
of crystal lattices has been carried out earlier. 3 - 6 

The problem of calculating the trace of a difference 
of two operators of the form (7) has been solved 6 •· 7 

quite generally. Using the results of the earlier 
papers, we have 

··lJ (r ) { ~ ( (20) 
, n 1• · · ., Tn = j ;n Z, T1, ••• , Tn) 'f' (z) dz; 

~n (z, T1, ••• , rn) = _!_arg D 
1t 

(21) 

(23) 

Here D ( o.. ) means the determinant whose ele
ments are i!J. i~ • For z > z 0 , the determinant D 
is real, and ~ takes the vaTue zero or one accord
ing as D is positive or negative. The contribu
tion to tjJ supplied by the function g in this 

. n n 
range 1s 

~ (rp (zi)- 9 (z~)), 
j 

where the z. are the roots of the equation 
! 

In the region of the continuous spectrum 
( 0 < z < z~ ) we have 

(24) 

where r means a principal value integral, and so 
the argument of the determinant may take any 
value from -17 to 17. In the special case of one 
impurity atom, with z in the continuous spectrum 
range, 

(26) 

~dz) = ! arctg { 1tEZVo (z) [I + EZ ~I : 0 ( !1-; d!l r1
} • 

To make the meaning of the above equations 
clear, we now carry through the calculations of 
Ref. 6 for the simplest case, in which there is 
only one impurity atom. Without loss of generality 
we suppose this atom to be placed at the coordi
nate origin. Then the perturbation operator be
comes 
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We introduce a sequence of operators La., having 

h · f · X o 2 rr ikr L t e same e1gen unctwns k = e as , 
butwitheigenvalues!ln= a.[w 2 (k)/o.] ,where 
[ q] denotes the integer p~ of a real number q. 
Each eigenvalue !ln= o.n of La. is infinitely de
generate, the crystal being supposed infinite. .It 
was proved previously 3 tl:iat, for an operator w1th 
a degenerate sp«')...ctrum, the addition of a one-dimen
sional operator A). produces a decrease by one 
unit in the multiplicity of each eigenvalue, the 
multiple eigenvalues maintaining their positions 
unchanged. One eigenvalue is split off from each 
multiplet and takes a displaced position between 
!l and !l + 1 . Thus the new eigenvalues of 

n ~:- n 
(La. +A 1 ) may be written in the form 

(27) 

with an error small compared with a.. The equation 
for the eigenfunctions corresponding to the new 
eigenvalues is 

(28) 

= ~ z \.Ln ~ (AI[, xk) xk d k 
n ~n<w'(k)<~(n+l) 

-. 'f(O} "'~ ~ ___!!E_ 27tikr -s k.J I 2\e . z- fLn vw 
n w'(k)=P·n 

Putting r = 0 on both sides of this equation and 
dividing by f (0) , we obtain 

1 = z' ~ OCfLnvo(t.Ln) • 
n z- fLn (29) 

We now write Zn = P.n + OC.~1 (P.n) , and go to the 
limit a. --0. After a few transforamtions, 6 , we 
obtain 

1 f ( ) t > ( ) 1 -' ~f fLVo (p.) d = I"Cc zv0 Z c g "''1 Z 1 , -- f1, . z-=- [.L 
(30) 

ll b . h r d k = 1 and s = s'/( 1 + s') emem ermg t at ~ ' 
we find that (30) reduces to the desired result (26). 
These displaced eigenvalues tend to a continuous 
spectrum as a. --0. If there exist other eigenvalues 
in the range z < z 0 of the discrete spectrum, 
they are solutions of the limiting equation 

z~ 
1 = z' ( fLvo (i.L) dp.. 

j z- !.L 
0 

(31) 

In our case, such discrete eigenvalues can exist 
only if €' is positive and sufficiently large, i.e., 
if the impurity atom is much lighter than the 
others. In what follows, except in Sec. 4, we 
assume that such discrete eigenvalues are absent. 

From the foregoing expressions for the eigen
values of the perturbed operator, we deduce the 
value of the difference of traces. 

(32) 

= lim Sp {;o (L. + .Al)- ;o (L)} 
~- 0 

in agreement with Eq. (20). 
Turning now to the evaluation of the free energy 

(15) and using Eq. (20), we find 

F- F 0 = N ~ dzcp' (z) {c;1 (z) + ~2 (33) 

X~ \Vr [;2 (z, r)- 2:;1 (z)] + .. ·}. 
r+O 

The sum over r in Eq. (33) is convergent. In fact, 
the quantity (.; 2 ( r)- 2.; ) is according to Eq. 
(21) 1 

,. ( ) . 2',• (34) 
'2 r - ~1 

~~ J.·(t.L) • ~ J __ /fL') 
r o: 2z2 --- dt.L . d"-' · _ 1 \ [L- Z- iU [J.' - Z- iO r ) 

- - arg 1 - ( ~ ( , ) . 2 , 
1t 1 -j- e:z Vo [.L . . d11 ") 

[L"- Z -tO r 

and decreases rapidly for large r by virtue of the 
decrease of the integrands f r (!l) which contain 
exponential factors. If there is no correlation, the 
sum in Eq. (33) becomes 

~(~2 (z, r)- 2;I(z)) = ~ arg IT 
r r (35) 
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We used the fact that the argument of a product 
is equal to the sum of the arguments of the factors. 

Within the interval of unperturbed frequencies 
W < z < z 0 ), the vibrational spectrum density 
v (z) of the mixed crystal is obtained by a com
parison of Eq. (9) with (33), 

d { c2 
v(z)-v0 (z)==-dz c~I(z)+T (36) 

X~ Wr [~ 2 (z,r)-2~1(z)] + ... } . 
T=;b0 

Near the end-frequency z 0 this formula is incorrect. 
Indeed, the endpoints of fhe continuous spectrum 
of the perturbed and unperturbed crystals will not 
be identical. In Sec. 4 we determine the per
turbation of the end-points, and the spectral density 
throughout the whole range of perturbed frequen
cies. 

3, EXP Al'ISION IN POWERS OF f 

When the mass-differences are small (f << 1 ), 
the foregoing results simplify greatly. Retaining 
terms up to the order f 2 , we find 

~ 1 (z) = s<:v0 (z) [ 1 - sz ~' :0~~; d~ l , (37) 

(38) 

Substituting Eqs. (37) and (38) into the expressions 
(33) for the free energy and (36) for the vibration 
spectrum density, we obtain to the same accuracy, 
assuming no correlations exist, 

F - F 0 = N {_sc ~ zrp' (z) v0 (z) dz (39) 

+ s2 [c2 ~ zrr-" (z) v0 (z) dz + f ~z2 cp" (z)·10 (z) dz 

+ c (1- c) 
2 

v (z)- '10 (z) 

'10 (z) '10 (p.) dz d~ J + .. ·}; 
(40) 

= _.!!_ {sczv0 (z)- s2 [c (1 -c) z2v0 (z) \' '~o (fl2_ dp. 
dz j fl-z 

In the derivation we have used the identity 

\ ~ \ d k' f (k k') 
.\ I \'w2 I J ' 

<il (k)=Z 

= ~dkdk'o(w2 (k)-z)f(k, k'). 

Equations (39) and (40), considered as expansions 
in powers of f, are valid for any value of the 
concentration c . This is because the higher terms 
in the expansion in powers of c all carry higher 
powers off. 

Equation (39) could have been derived directly 
from Equations (2)- (6) by making an expansion in 
powers of f. If we apply the analogs of Equations 
(1 7), (20) and (21 )) to the entire perturbation 

A 
operator 1\ (Equation 6) and expand t( z) in 
powers of f, we find* 

F - F 0 = ] ~ ~ zcp' (z) v0 (z) dz (41) 
r 

- ~'z 2rp' (z) + ""'Er:Or' -- lr-r• (z) Jr'-r (p.) dz dp. . ..:::.J z- fL 
r.r' 

Here Er = (m- mr)/mr is treated as a random 
variable, and the bar means a statistical average. 
The f appear in Equation (41} in place of the , r 
f r which appear in Eg ('}). because we changedfrom 
integrals of,t~e ~orm \ fl r (fl.) dr-r. to integrals 
of the forn\ ~ d~ p-- Z The same thing 
happened in pci<S.:s1ng from Eq. (30) to (26). If the 
original unperturbed mass was m 1 , then 

;;_ = c (m1 - m2)/m1 = cs, 

s2r = c~.2 s~ c2W 2 - ' r'1,;.r'+r = rS , 

and Eqs. (39) and (40) follow. 
If f is small, it is convenient to choose for 

the unperturbed mass the mean mass m = m 1 
( 1-f). In this case Equation (41) should be 
used with 

if there are no correlations. The correction to 
the free energy is then quadratic in f. The un
perturbed _spectrum density in this case will be 
vo (z) = v0[z/(1 - sc)]. 

*To justify the use of these equations, we should 
imagine that we have an infinite crystal composed of 
identical atoms of mass m, with a finite perturbed 
region contai5l_ing N lattice -sites at which the perturba
tion operator 1\ is different from zero. Afterwards the 
value of N can be made as large as we please. 
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Finally, we shall state without proof the for
nmla for the correction to the free energy for f < <l, 
in a real crystal where the vibrations have several 
modes of polarization. The unperturbed mass is 
again the mean mass iii. 

F F0 - ~crSr' ---· 
- - -~- ~'z2<p' (z) 

£..J Z-fL 
(42) 

r.r' 

~ Jill3' ( 1313' X LJ r-r' z)Jr'-r (p.) dz dp., 
13.13' 

J~'r> (z) (43) 

~ ~ dD i ·• .k = -- u (k) ttl, (k') e21tt r 
I vw/1 "· ~ · 

i w~(k)=Z 
I 

Here the index j denotes a particular mode of 
polarization of the unperturbed crystal vibration, 

and uj (uj1 , uj2 , u{) is the corresponding 

normalized polarization vector. The eigenfunctions 
of the unperturbed system are now of the form 
ui (k) e21tikr). • It is more convenient to write 

Equation (42) as an integral over k-space, the 
integration volume being one cell of the reciprocal 
lattice. 

(44) 

r,r' 

X~ d k d k' e21ti(!<-l<')(r-r'><D (k, k'), 

<D (k, k') = ~ 1 ui'(k), ui' (k') 12 
(45) 

jj' 

X wj(k)lfl' (wJ (k))- wj,(k') <p' (wJ, (k')) 

wj (k) - w} (k') 

If there is no correlation, then 

F- f 0 = ~ Nc (1-c) s2 ~ dkdk' <D (k, k').(46) 

4. STRUCTURE OF THE SPECTRUM 

Equations (36) and (40), obtained formally from 
the difference of traces, are incorrect near the 
end-points z 0 of the unperturbed spectrum. This 
is connectedgwith the fact that the ran~e o,{ 
eigenvalues of the perturbed operator L +A does 
not coincide with the range ( 0, z 0 ) of the con
tinuous spectrum of the unpertur!fed operator L {i.e., 

the range of frequencies of the monoisotopic crys
tal). The difficulty arises mathematically from 
the singularities of the derivatives v(n) { z) at the 
point z 0 • In the neighborhood of z 0 0the spectrum 

g g ' 7 
usually has the shape v 0 (z) "' ( z 0 - z) 1 2, 

and the expansion (40) containing t!fe v (n) ( z) is 
0 

meaningless. It is not difficult to express v (z) in 
a form free from divergences, and to determine the 
displacement of the end-point. For this purpose 
we consider first the case f << 1. Then Eq. (39) 
may be written in the form 

F = N ~ v0 (z) {9 (z) 
(47) 

+ r ECZ + S2C2Z + s2C (1- C) z2 ~ 1 
ZVo (~ dp. J cp' (z) 

e:2z2c2 + -y- cp" (z) + ... } dz. 

The point z 0 is not a singularity oft he function 
¢ ( z), and th~ coefficients of¢ '(z), ¢" (z), .. 
in the curly bracket are finite at z 0 • Therefore 
we may regard the whole expressiolft in the curly 
bracket as an expansion in powers of f of the 
quantity 

cp (z + scz + e21J (z) + ... ), (48) 

"fl (z) = c2z + c (1 -c) z2 \' '~o (fl.) dp.. (49) 
j Z-!1-

Then a simple change of variable in the integral 
gives 

zo 
f( 

F = ~ v0 (t) cp (t +set + e2 "1j (t)) dt 
0 

Zg 

(50) 

\ df = J '~o (t (z)) liZ cp (z) dz, 
0 

z = t + ect + e:2"fl (t), (51) 

Hence 

v (z) = v0 (t (z)) (dtjdz). (52) 

A similar method applies to the case when we 
make an expansion in powers of the concentration 
of one isotope. The result, correct to terms of 
order c , is then 
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v <z> = v0 ( z- c ~ g~) [ 1 + c (:~ i~~ yr~, (53) 

Up to now we assumed that there were no 
discrete eigenvalues of the perturbed operator. 
If such eigenvalues exist, then terms of the form 
(24) must be added to the expression (33) for the 
free energy. Let z (~) be the j' th discrete 
eigenvalue for a cryl!tal with n impurity atoms. The 
value of z ('!) is determined by Equation (25). 
Then the r~levant difference between free energies 
becomes 

F- F0 = N {~rr/ (z) [c~l (z) + ~2 (55) 

x ~ Wr (c:2 (z, r)- 2~1 (z)) + ... J dz 
re/ 0 

c2 + c [9 (zfl)- 9 (z~)] + 2 

X~ Wr [9 (z<~> (r))+9 (z<~l(r)) -29 (zill)] + • · ·} · 
r=f 0 

Since z (2) -• z\1) as r -+ ro, the terms in 
1 ,2 

square brackets decrease rapidly, and the sum 
over r converges. 

From equation (21 ), or from a consideration 
of the physical meaning of the eigenvalues, the 
value z < p is the limit of a sequence of values 
z (2 ) which appear in the terms of order c 2 • 

Each value z <21 is in turn the limit of a sequence 
of values z <3 ) , belonging to the crystal with 
three impurity atoms and appearing in terms of 
order c 3 • And so on. 

The correction to the free energy arising 
from the discrete eigenvalues van be expanded 
in powers of the concentration c, and this ex
pansion formally corresponds to a spectrum with 
the peculiar structure which we have described. 
However, an expression for the expectation 
value of the spectral density cannot be immediate
ly obtained. A formal expansion of the density 
function gives a meaningless and divergent sum 
of o- functions. We are always interested physi
cally, not in the spectral density itself, but only in 
expectation values of the form (7) constructed from 
the spectral density. For example, the vibrational 
energy of the crystal is given by Eq. 7 with 

Thus the expansion in powers of the concentration 
provides in principle the solution of our problem. 
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